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Blue Cow Software Gives Back
LYNNFIELD, MA – This season is a difficult time for people who do not have families or homes to spend
the holidays with in warmth. According to Children’s Rights, an organization defending America’s abused
and neglected children, there are over 400,000 children in the United States’ foster care system. To give
back to society and to alleviate the difficulty that this time of year poses on children in foster care, Blue
Cow Software has donated hundreds of dollars of baked goods and pastries from Spinelli’s Pasta and
Pastry Shop to the Plummer Home for Boys.
The Plummer Home for Boys, now more commonly known as the Plummer Youth Promise, is a foster
home in Salem, Massachusetts that serves youth in the foster care system. The Plummer Home provides
its youth with the education and community connections needed to rise out of the foster system and by
matching its residents with engaged and supportive families.
“We recognize that not everyone has the same privileges that we do during this time of year and, at
Blue Cow Software, it’s an integral part of our business to give back to the local community,” said Deena
Doyle, Operations Manager at Blue Cow Software. “Seeing the boys at the Plummer Home with smiles
on their faces and knowing that we can make a difference in their lives is important.”
Throughout the year Blue Cow Software participates in fundraisers and food/goods drives to benefit
local organizations and relief funds across the country. Please contact Roxanne Hesh at
rhesh@bluecowsoftware.com for inquiries.
###
About Blue Cow Software
Blue Cow Software was established in 2004 with the goal of creating software that would provide
powerful – yet practical – tools for fuel oil and propane dealers. This led to the development of the
Ignite® software suite, with components designed to improve efficiency and put control of business
operations into a comprehensive platform that was easy to use and could grow with business.
Today, Blue Cow Software is the business management software suite of choice for hundreds of fuel oil,
propane, and HVAC companies in the United States and Canada. Blue Cow Software continues to stay on
top of industry trends and best practices, incorporating updates and upgrades across the Ignite® suite to
better help users gain stronger than ever control over their business operations. Visit our website at
www.bluecowsoftware.com for more information.

